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We prove a theorem of traces which allows us to define the boundary condition 
of the Neumann problem associated to a qua&near elliptic operator in divergence 
form. Later, we prove a Green’s formula that justifies the variational formulation 
of the problem. (2 1989 Acadcmlc Press, Inc 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, Q is a bounded open subset of RN with Lipschitz con- 
tinuous boundary r (see Necas [ 101, Kufner et al. [7]). Let us consider 
the Neumann problem on Q 
Au+g(., u)=f in Q 
au ---= 
anA 
h on r, 
where A is the quasilinear elliptic operator 
Au= - i D,A,(x, u, Vu) + A,(.~, 24, Vu) 
I== I
and 
; (x) = Ii A,(x. u, Vu) n,(x) A I== 1 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
with n = (n,, . . . . n,,,) the outward unit normal vector at C 
llnder certain assumptions on the functions Ai and g, Webb shows in 
[ 1 I] the existence of a weak solution u of (1.1) in the Sobolev space 
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WlJ’(s2) with g(., u)EL’(Q). These solutions satisfy the PDE in the 
distribution sense. 
We are concerned here with the following question: In what sense do the 
weak solutions satisfy the boundary condition? As is known, this question 
is solved for the Dirichlet problem: the boundary condition is satisfied in 
the trace sense. However, we know that it is not possible to define a normal 
derivative operator on W’~p(Q). 
In the context of linear equations, this difficulty was overcome by Lions 
and Magenes [9] showing the existence of a normal derivative %/an, for 
elements u E W’, ‘(52) such that Au belongs to a certain space (containing 
L’(Q)). Nevertheless, they used a technique that mainly utilizes linearity 
and that is unavailable for the nonlinear case. 
In a later reference, Lions himself [S, p. 2053 shows the existence of a 
normal derivative for elements of W’yp(sZ) which satisfy a determinate 
homogeneous quasilinear equation, but he affirms that he does not know 
if this result can be extended to general quasilinear operators. 
We will show that this extension is possible. For this purpose, in Sec- 
tion II we define a functional space and prove a theorem of traces for it. As 
a consequence, in Section III we prove the existence of a normal derivative 
operator a/&,., for elements u E W’-P(Q) such that Aue L’(Q). From this 
result, we obtain a Green’s formula for the operator A and, later, we show 
that an element u E W’,p(Q) is a weak solution of (1.1) if and only if u 
satisfies the PDE in the distribution sense and the boundary condition in 
a previously defined sense. 
Finally, in Section IV we consider the particular case g(x, U) = 0. This 
problem has been well studied by many authors (Lions [S], Browder [3], 
etc.), and for it, we obtain more powerful results. 
Notation. In this paper, q will designate a real number belonging to 
(1, +oo) andp=q/(q-1). 
II. THE SPACE Wq(div, Q): THEOREM OF TRACES 
Let us consider the space 
Wg(div, Q) = {v E L4(R)N: div v E L’(Q)} 
endowed with the norm 
II v II W(div, n) = II V II u(szp + ll div v ll L~cnj. 
LEMMA 1. (i) WY (div, Q) is a separable Bunach space. 
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(ii) For every bounded linear functional L defined on WY (div, Q), 
there exist Q E Lp(0)N and $ E L”(Q) such that 
L(V) = 1 a(x) v(x) dx + IQ $(x) div v(x) dx (2.1) 
n 
for all v E Wq(div, Q). 
(iii) If r is Lipschitz then Cm(a)N is dense in W“(div, Q). 
Proof: (i) and (ii) are obvious. In order to prove (iii) we will show that 
if L is a bounded linear functional defined on Wq(div, Q) and null on 
P(Q)” then Lr 0. Thus, let L belonging to ( W4(div, Q))’ be such that 
L(v) = 0 vv E c”(a)“. (2.2) 
It follows from (ii) that there exist 
@E L”(Q)N, $ EL”(Q) satisfying (2.1). 
By (2.2) and the definition of derivation in the distribution sense 
- (V+, v) = jQ $(x) div v(x) dx = - ja m(x) v(x) dx = - (@, v) 
for all VE C,“(Q)N. So, V$ = @ and therefore Ic/ E W’Xp(Q) n L”(Q). 
Integrating by parts (NeEas [lo, p. 1211) we obtain 
j 
R 
Vll/(x) v(x) dx + 1 $(x) div v(x) dx 
R 
= I r $(x) v(x) 44 4x) (2.3) 
for all v E P(a)“. From (2.2) and (2.3) 
i 
ti(x) v(x) n(x) da(x) = 0 t/v E C”(i-2)“. (2.4) 
r 
Hence 
s $(x) g (x) da(x) = 0 VW E P(O). r 
Moreover, we know that {&v/&z: WE C”(Q)} is dense in L4(r) (NeEas 
[ 10, pp. 91 and 270-2721). Then, we have $1 r 3 0 and so 
II/E w(yqs-2) l-l L”(Q). 
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Now, we may choose (for example, see Fernandez [S, p. 591) a sequence 
(fcfn) c C;(Q) such that 
tin-++ weakly in W’*p(Q) 
$n(x) --, bw) a.e. x E 52 
II tin II Ly62)Gc VnEfV. 
Thus, using the definition of derivation in the distribution sense, we have 
for each v E lP(div, Q) 
L(V) = I 
R 
V$(x) v(x) dx + jfi $(x) div v(x) dx 
= lim &b,,(x) v(x) dx + r^, 9,(x) div v(x) dx} = 0. [ 
” 
Before proving the existence of a trace operator defined on V(div, Q), 
we need to introduce some function spaces on ZY 
Let us denote (Kufner et al. [7], Lions [8], etc.) 
wl’yr)= {ulr: UE W’q2)) 
endowed with the usual norm 
II h II w~/q.p(,-) = inf {II w II ,,J.~(~): wlr= h}. (2.6) 
In the sequel, we will denote the trace of u on r by either uJr or yO(u). We 
designate by W- ‘lq,q(r) the dual space of W1’qgp(ZJ and by ( , ) ,+, their 
duality product. 
Let us consider the space 
TP(T) = W1’q,p(ZJ n Lx(r) 
endowed with the norm 
II h II v(r) = II h II w~.p(r) + II h II L=(T). 
Tp(T) is a Banach space that coincides with W1’q3p(ZJ when p > N, because 
in this case W’-p(sZ) c C(a) (Adams [ 11). Furthermore, we have 
7-q r) c w”y r) c LP( I-) (2.7) 
with continuous injections. Also, we denote by TPq(r) the dual space of 
Tp(T) and by (, )T their duality product. Obviously, 
L’(T) c T-q(r) 
with continuous injection. 
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LEMMA 2. (i) TP(T) is dense in W1’“,p(T) and W ‘iq*q(f) c T “( IJ with 
continuous injection. 
(ii) T”(r)= {ulr: t4 e W1,p(Q) n L”(Q)}. Moreooer, 
II h II TP(r) = inf{ II ull wl.r(n) + II u IILxtn): 141r= h). (2.8) 
Proof: (i) This follows from the density of C?(g) in W’%f(Q) and the 
continuity of the trace mapping. 
(ii) Let h E TP(T). From (2.6), we can choose v E W’,P(Q) such that 
vl,=h and 
II 0 II wlqn) = II h /I wlwrj. (2.9) 
Let ~4 = II h II Lm(r). We consider the sequence {u,} c W’~“(sZ) n L”(Q) 
given by 
! 
u(x) if jv(x)l GM+ l/n 
u,(x)= +M+ l/n if v(x)>M+ l/n 
-M- l/n if v(x) < -M- l/n. 
It is easy to prove (Fernandez [S, pp. 8485-J) the existence of a sub- 
sequence of {un) which converges weakly in W’xp(Q) to an element 
u E W1,p(Q) such that u I ,- = h and 
(2.10) 
Then, (2.9) and (2.10) imply that h is the trace of an element belonging to 
W’yp(Q) n L”(Q) and 
II h II T-P(T) 2 II 24 IIW’JJ(f2) + II u II L”(D) 
2 inf { II v II w~.p(n) + II u II L.=(~) : vI I- = h}. (2.11) 
We complete the proof taking into account that if u E l@‘(Q) n L”(Q) 
then ul,~ TP(r) and 
Il4rIIL~(r,6 II~IILW~ I 
Now, we can prove the existence of a trace operator. 
LEMMA 3. There exists a unique linear continuous mapping 
y,: WY(div, 52) --, Tpy(r) 
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such that 
y,(v)=v-n vv E cyi2y. 
ProoJ Applying again integration by parts (see NeEas [lo]) to func- 
tions u E B”*P(Q) and v E C”(d)“, we obtain 
i v(x) Vu(x) dx + j u(x) div v(x) dx 
R n 
= 
s 
u(x) v(x) n(x) da(x). 
I- (2.12) 
Now, let u E l@‘(Q) n L”(Q). By Holder’s inequality 
4x1 v(x) n(x) Wx) 
G II v II W’(div, a) ( II U II w*,P(R) + II U II L”(R)). 
Using Lemma 2(ii) and Eq. (2.8), we conclude that 
(2.13) 
II h(x) V(X) 0) da(x) G II V II W(div, n) II h II Tp(f) (2.14) r 
for all h E Tp(T). Thanks to (2.14), given v E Cm(fi)N, we can identify v .n 
with an element of TMq(r) such that 
II v . n II T-q(F) G II v II Wq(div, a). (2.15) 
The result follows from the density of C”(B)N in Wq(div, Sz). 1 
The next corollary is an obvious consequence of the formula (2.12) and 
Lemmas 1 and 3. 
COROLLARY 1. For all v E Wq(div, Sz) and u E ?@‘(Q) n L”(Q), 
1 v(x) Vu(x) dx + 1 4x1 div v(x) dx = (Y,(V), ~du))~. (2.16) 
B a 
III. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION AND GREEN'S FORMULA 
Let A be the operator defined in (1.2). We assume that 
(H.l) Ai: 52 x (R x W”) + R satisfies the Caratheodory conditions (see 
FuEik and Kufner [6] ) for i = 0, . . . . N. 
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(H.2) There exist a constant C> 0 and a function kE Lq(Q) such that 
iA,(,~,s,~)IdC(lsIP-t+14:lP~1+k(x)), i = 0, . . ..N. (3.1) 
The main result of the paper is 
THEOREM 1. Under assumptions H.l and H.2, if u E W’~P(.Q) with 
Au E L’(R), then there exists a unique element of T py(T), which by exten- 
sion we denote au/an,, satisfying the Green’s formula 
2 j A;(x, u, Vu) D,o(x) dx + s, A,(x, u, Vu) u(x) dx 
,=I Q 
= s D 
(Au)(x) 4x1 dx + ($-/ d4)T 
for all u e W’lp(Q) n L”(Q). 
Proof: Consider w = (A,( ., u, Vu), . . . . AN( ., u, Vu)). In virtue of H.l and 
H.2, we have w E L”(Q)? Moreover, by hypothesis 
divw=A,(.,u,Vu)-AuEL’(Q). 
Thus, w E W4(div, a) and thanks to Lemma 3 we can define 
-$ = y,(w) E Tp4(f). 
A 
Finally, Corollary 1 implies that (3.2) holds. Uniqueness is obvious. 1 
Now, let h E T-q(T), g: Q x R! -+ R a Caratheodory function, and 
f E L’(0) n ( W’,p(Q))’ such that 
s f(x) 4x1 dx = (f> 0) vu E Wlqr2) f-7 L”(Q), (3.3) R 
where ( , ) denotes the duality product between (W’*“(Q))’ and W’yp(12). 
According to Webb [ 111, we say that UE W’*j’(Q) is a weak solution of 
(1.1) if g(., ~)EL’(SZ) and 
,gl S, A AX, ut VU) Di’J(X) dx + S, A,(x, U, VU) U(X) dx 
+ j Ax, u) u(x) dx = jafb, u(x) dx + (h, YO(U))~- (3.4) 
R 
for all 0 E W’*p(Q) n L”(Q). 
In a certain sense, the next theorem justifies the weak solution concept: 
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THEOREM 2. Let UE W1*p(Q) such that g(., u) E L’(Q). Under assump- 
tions H.l and H.2 and the previous conditions on f and h, we have that u is 
a weak solution of (1.1) if and only if u satisfies the PDE in the distribution 
sense and the boundary condition in Tpy(T). 
Proof. Let us consider u a weak solution of (1.1). Then, taking 
UE C,“(Q) in (3.4), we derive that u satisfies the PDE in the distribution 
sense, so 
Au=f-g(., U)ELl(Q). 
Now, by application of Theorem 1 and comparison of (3.2) with (3.4), it 
follows that 
(5, ~oO)T= (4 yo(v)h VVE W13P(Q)n L”(Q). (3.5) 
Finally, from Lemma 2(ii), we deduce that 
au -= 
anA 
h in TpY(T). 
Conversely, if u satisfies the PDE in the distribution sense, we are under 
the conditions of Theorem 1 because f, g(., u) E L’(Q), and thus we can 
apply the Green’s formula (3.2) with au/an, = h. 1 
IV. THE CASE g(x, u) = 0 
In this section, we will study the Neumann problem 
Au=f in 52 
a’ h -= 
anA 
on r 
(4.1) 
with A and au/an, defined by (1.2) and (1.3), respectively, A satisfying H.l 
and H.2, f E L4(Q), q E (1, + cc ), and h in W-‘/q, q(r). By Theorem 1, we 
know that if ME W’Sp(Q) is a solution of the previous PDE, there exists 
au/an, E Teq(fJ. As a consequence of Au =fe L4(Q), we will obtain that 
a24pna E w- l/q,qr). 
For this purpose, let us consider the space 
Vq(div, 0) = {v E L4(Q)N: div v E Lq(Q)} 
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endowed with the norm 
IIVII Y”(div, n) = (Ilvll zq(~p + lldiv VII &(a))“‘. 
As in Lemma 1, we can prove that P(div, 52) is a reflexive, separable, 
Banach space and Cm(Q)N is dense in it. Clearly, P(div, Q) c W4(div, 0) 
with continuous injection. 
The next result extends a theorem of Duvaut and Lions [4] who 
considered only the Hilbert case: q = 2. 
LEMMA 4. There exists a unique linear continuous mapping 
yn: P(div, 52) --t W-“y,y(l-) 
such that 
y,(v) = v . n vv E P(cy. (4.2) 
Moreover, 
I v(x) Vu(x) dx + s u(x) div v(x) dx = (Y,(V), ~~(4)~ (4.3 1 n R 
for all v E P(div, Sz) and u E W’-p(Q). 
ProojI Let yn be the mapping defined in Lemma 3. From the continuity 
of the injection P(div, 0) c W4(div, Q) and the density of Cco(@N in 
Vq(div, Q), it follows that the restriction of y, to P(div, 52) (again denoted 
by y,) is the unique linear continuous mapping that satisfies (4.2). 
Let us show that Im yn c W- 1!y- q(r). For it, let h E Tp(T) and 
UE W’~P(12)nL”(0) such that uI,-= h. Thus, in virtue of (2.16), 
(y,(v), h)T= JO v(x)Vu(x) dx + JO u(x) div v(x) dx (4.4) 
for all v E V4(div, an). By Holder’s inequality, 
I(yn(Vh )TI d IIvII Yq(div, a) II4 b&J(n). (4.5) 
Taking the intimum in (4.5), 
I(Yn(Vh h)A G IIvII Yl(div,R) llhll wmr(r). (4.6) 
By the density of Tp(T) in W1’q*p(r) (Lemma 2) and (4.6), we have 
Y,(V)E W-“y-y(r) and 
IIYn(v)ll W-‘IW(I-) G llvll W(dw, R) Vv E P(div, Q). (4.7) 
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Finally, (4.4), (4.7), and the density of WIXP(Q)n L”(Q) in W’,‘(Q) 
imply that (4.3) holds. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions H.l and H.2, if u E W1*P(Q) with 
AUE L*(Q), then there exists a unique element of W-liq,y(r), which by 
extension we denote as &/an,, satisfying the next Green’s formula 
5 j- 
j-1 f2 
AJx, u, VU) D,u(x) dx + JO A,(x, u, VU) u(x) dx 
= ~(Au)(x).(X)dx+(~,yo(o))* s 
for all vE W’,p(Q). 
Next, we prove some properties of the mapping y,. 
(4.8) 
LEMMA 5. (i) Im y,, = W- li4, y(T). 
(ii) IIYAI = 1. 
Proof. (i) Let a: W1vp(Q) x W’~p(12) + Iw be defined by 
a(z.4, v) = Ia lu(x)l”-’ u(x) u(x) dx+ il, b(x, Vu(x)) Vv(x) dx, (4.9) 
where b(x, {) = (It1 Ip-‘tl,..., l<,,,lp-*5,,,). Given he W-1’q*q(f), by the 
theory of monotone operators (Browder [Z]), there exists a unique 
UE W’,p(s2) such that 
4~ 0) = (h, ro(o))w vo E w’7qa). (4.10) 
Taking UE C:(Q) in (4.10), we obtain 
Bu = -div b(x, Vu) + Iu\~-~u = 0 in Sz. (4.11) 
Now, let us consider w(x) = b(x, Vu(x)). It follows from the definition of b 
and (4.11) that w E Vq(div, Q). Applying Corollary 2 to operator B and 
using (4.11), we deduce 
(4.12) 
for all UE W’,p(Q). Finally, in virtue of (4.10) and (4.12) we conclude that 
Y,(W) = h. 
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(ii) Continuing with the previous notation and taking u = u in (4.10) 
it follows that 
By (4.11) div w= IuIP-‘u, hence 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
So, combining (4.13) and (4.14), we have 
llwll W(div,R)= Il~ll~.‘,~~)< IIN w-1(.4(r) 
= lIv,(w)ll w-‘m(r) (4.15) 
and then IIYJ > 1. The result follows from inequality (4.7). 1 
We conclude with the next theorem whose proof is analogous to that of 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let UE W’%p(Q). Under the assumptions H.l and H.2 and 
the previous conditions on f and h, we have that u is a weak solution of (4.1), 
that is, 
ic, ja A,(% u, vu) D,v(x) dx + s, A&, u, Vu) u(x) dx 
= nf(x) D(X) dx + (h, y,,(u)), I Vv E W’,p(Q) (4.16) 
if and only if u satisfies the PDE in the distribution sense and the boundary 
condition in W- ‘ly* “(r). 
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